
 
  

YI Smart Dash Camera 

Drive smarter, drive safer 

The YI Smart Dash Camera combines the top features of all the dash cameras on the market and 
provides protection with ultimate performance and affordability. Designed with Advanced Driver 
Assistance System ADAS, the camera analyzes data such as speed and the distance from the car in 
front and gives voice warnings in case you move off-lane or get too close to another vehicle. YI Smart 
Dash Camera supports 1920x1080p full HD at 60fps, 2304x1296p ultra high-definition at 30 fps, bright, 
clear and sharp images even at high speed. 

The ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems) camera system helps detect risks from surrounding 
objects while driving and provides warnings to the driver. Real-time intelligent lane departure 
warnings, forward collision warnings to the distance of the car in front. The system offers three 
collision sensing modes to detect collisions and automatically records evidence to avoid disputes over 
accidents. 

 The ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems) - the most advanced and optimized visual 

recognition algorithms ensure safe driving by providing real time Lane Departure 

 Emergency recording feature - Enabled by G-sensor technology, the camera automatically saves 

footage in the events leading up to a collision and immediately after 

 High Definition Image and First-class Night vision - 1920x1080p 60fps high speed video recording 

captures fast moving scenes and creates high resolution images in high speed 

 Features 165°ultra wide-angle to reduce blind spots and obtain full 3 lane coverage. F1.8 apertures 

(the largest in the industry) and 3.0μmx3.0μm high sensitivity image sensors guarantee excellent 

night vision 

 Built - in 2.7" TFT LCD widescreen and intuitive YI Dash Cam App - The interface features large 

buttons and user-friendly icons for quick recognition and intuitive operation 

165° Wide - angle Lens for a Full 3 - lane Coverage: In order to reduce blind spots, the YI Smart Dash 

Camera uses a 165° ultra wide -angle all - glass lens which can monitor 3 lanes comfortably. The 

camera is highly sensitive, enabling accurate and detailed capture recordings. 

Lane Departure and Forward Collision Warnings: With an advanced visual recognition algorithm, the 

YI Smart Dash Camera provides real-time intelligent lane departure warnings. Once the lane departure 

is sensed, a voice alarm will be played to alert the driver. It is also equipped with Forward Collision 

Warnings to detect the distance between your vehicle and the vehicle in front of you based on the 

advanced DSP algorithm. 

2.7-inch 16:9 Screen: User - friendly Interface: The high – transparent 2.7-inch 16:9 LCD widescreen 

offers a broader view which enables you to monitor the whole road while driving. With large touch 

buttons, it is easy and comfortable to use. The buttons are polished to a mirror finish, elegant and eco-

conscious. The interface features all - new icon designs for easier recognition and intuitive operation. 

 

 



 
 

YI Smart Dash Camera: Available on Amazon.co.uk for shipping in Europe.  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B01CXDP69G 
   
About YI Technology: 
YI Technology is a leading, international provider of advanced, intelligent imaging technologies, 
products, services and platforms. Our development team consists of the industry-leading experts from 
US, China, Japan and Israel with hundreds of person-years of experience in imaging technology, 
algorithms, data analysis and mobile applications. We are committed to using innovative technology 
to make everyday life safer, richer and more fun. For more information visit www.yitechnology.com. 
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